Homology Modeling and Molecular Dynamics Simulation Combined with X-ray Solution Scattering Defining Protein Structures of Thromboxane and Prostacyclin Synthases.
A combination of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and X-ray scattering (SAXS) has emerged as the approach of choice for studying protein structures and dynamics in solution. This approach has potential applications for membrane proteins that neither are soluble nor form crystals easily. We explore the water-coupled dynamic structures of thromboxane synthase (TXAS) and prostacyclin synthase (PGIS) from scanning HPLC-SAXS measurements combined with MD ensemble analyses. Both proteins are heme-containing enzymes in the cytochrome P450 family, known as prostaglandin H2 (PGH2) isomerase, with counter-functions in regulation of platelet aggregation. Currently, the X-ray crystallographic structures of PGIS are available, but those for TXAS are not. The use of homology modeling of the TXAS structure with ns-μs explicit water solvation MD simulations allows much more accurate estimation of the configuration space with loop motion and origin of the protein behaviors in solution. In contrast to the stability of the conserved PGIS structure in solution, the pronounced TXAS flexibility has been revealed to have unstructured loop regions in connection with the characteristic P450 structural elements. The MD-derived and experimental-solution SAXS results are in excellent agreement. The significant protein internal motions, whole-molecule structures, and potential problems with protein folding, crystallization, and functionality are examined.